Big Balloon Inflator
Instruction Sheet
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1. Hand-tight connect the Big Balloon Inflator
to the cylinder.
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4. Slowly open the cylinder valve to inflate the
balloon. When the balloon has reached the
desired size, close the cylinder valve.
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2. Remove the holding spring from disc. Leave
the spring hanging from the inflator next to the
handtight connection.
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3. To secure the balloon to the inflator, stretch
the neck of the large balloon over the disc and
replace the holding spring in the groove. For
best results, place the spring near the end of
the neck of the balloon to allow for ease in
tying the balloon. (See step 5 below.)
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5. To tie the balloon, leave the balloon on the inflator and twist the body of the balloon. Tie ribbon
or line to the twisted neck of the balloon to seal the balloon. Remove the holding spring (See step
2 above.) and remove the balloon from the inflator.
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Related Products for Big Balloons
Deluxe Balloon Exploder Kit

60/40 Big Balloon Inflator
Save 40% on helium costs while
inflating 3-foot and larger
balloons. To fill with helium only,
simply cover the air holes on the
inflator. Designed with built-in
restricted flow to insure
controlled inflation, the Big
Balloon Inflator also features a
hand-tight connection.

Create dazzling special effects with Conwin’s Pneumatic Balloon
Exploders! Powered by helium or nitrogen, they’re perfect for exploding
balloon walls and confetti-filled balloons. They’re also great for exploding
large balloons over dance floors! Parts also sold separately.
Conwin #85500

Conwin #81800

Insider Balloon Stuffing Tool

Archlines

An accessory item for the Dual Sizer and Duplicator 2, the Insider Tool is fast
and easy to use! Fill large balloons with the maximum number of small
balloons. The Insider can be clamped to any convenient table or workstation.
Set includes balloon holding tool, clamp, air hose, and inflation tool.
Conwin #85900

Perfect for securing your balloons, Conwin’s Balloon Archlines come in
three different varieties!
50# Dacron Archline (300 yards) Conwin #32050
150# Dacron Archline (200 yards) Conwin #32060
50# Monofilament Archline (250 yards) Conwin #32170

ConwinOnline.com
Our site features Conwin’s complete line,
balloon galleries, inspirational ideas,
seasonal designs, step-by-step projects,
and so much more.
Visit www.ConwinOnline.com today!
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...and more!

Conwin’s Tools of the Trade Video
Learn more about the entire line of Conwin
products from the popular Precision
Air Inflator to the spectacular
Confetti Cannon! You'll also see
many award-winning productions
by leading balloon artists! Visit
ConwinOnline.com’s Education Center
to see our complete line of videos.

Visit www.ConwinOnline.com today!

